JJCF Midterm Report:

Arrival:
	
	Rubbing my travel weary eyes, I alight from my bus onto the unfriendly pavement in Malaysia’s birth city, Melaka. Retrieving my bag from the undercarriage, already a taxi driver is at my side hoping to get triple fare from a ‘Velle Color’ who doesn’t know any better: “John, John, where you going - I take you to hotel?” By now I’m used to being mistaken for a tourist, and tired of people trying to swindle me, but my destination is not on his route. No one wants to go where I’m going. I’m heading to Asahan, a huge plantation at the meeting point of 3 states south of Melaka. It is a 2-hour journey by bus. “Saya nak ke Asahan, boleh tunggu bas,” I mutter throwing my bag over my shoulder and making my way to the local bus terminal. 
	For the next two months I will be living in a plantation documenting it’s kindergarten, the kindergarten teacher, and running a photography program with local youth documenting their lives. The organization that I am working for, Persatuan Guru Tadika, is the organization that trained Mariamma to teach. Her monthly salary, paid out of student fees, is less than that of a general laborer on the plantation, and less than a third of what the government kindergarten teacher who teaches 300m outside of the plantation is paid. The government has declared plantations “private property” and the education of plantation workers is thus the management’s responsibility. Mariamma’s plantation provided her with a building to teach in, but teaching aids for the children are paid for out of her salary. She is relatively lucky.
	As I sit down inside the giant new bus terminal, surrounded by a wall of air conditioners I am reminded of a saying that my boss is fond of: “Malaysia has the two tallest towers in the world, but still we have this situation on the plantations.” True - not everyone has benefited from Malaysia’s recent economic positioning as a ‘technology production super corridor’. Now it’s 7:30 a.m. and the dirty old bus to Asahan has arrived outside of the clean new station – first of 5 for the day. 
	During the ride, I look out the window to see the streets of small villages waking up. This roadside tour of Malaysia takes me past Melaka’s factories that produce American technology, and into the countryside – stretches of palm trees burdened with giant bunches of palm seed destined for foreign ports. The vast plantations are separated by small sleepy villages that at 8:00 a.m. are just waking up to the day. With the bus still rolling, I hop off at the end of a dusty road, and walk down towards the kindergarten promising the guard at the entrance gate that I won’t wander around.	
	Stepping into the classroom, the kids erupt in excitement: “Velle Color! Velle Color!” Stopping her lesson, Mariamma introduces me to the children, and one of them claims that he has seen me before. “Where?” Mariamma asks, as surprised as I am. “On the TV,” he answers. “How did he get out of the TV?” Another child disagrees, claiming that I must live in the bungalow at the top of the hill. Mariamma explains that I am from America and will be helping out with class for the next two months. The children are ecstatic. To them America is a land without poverty, where people live in big houses and eat chicken curry and ice-cream everyday. I try to explain that my country is nothing like in the movies and I hope that soon they will embrace me as a member of their community rather than as a strange white creature that has arrived from Hollywood. “Do they have palm trees in America?” one of the children asks. 
	When I ask them what they want to take pictures of to tell about their community trees, flowers, and lions is the consensus. This is going to be difficult, I think, and Mariamma admits that she does not believe that the children can do it – “These kids have small minds,” she says,” their life is only palm trees and dirt, like that.” She asks me what they are supposed to say about their community when they never leave the house, and I am silent, not knowing what to say. However, I believe that the children have a great deal to tell if only anyone would listen. Across the road from the children’s houses the palm begins, and stretches as far as anyone can see. I am also curious about what the kids will tell about their community, or what they think happens after their parents disappear into the vast forest of palm every morning. 
	The following Sunday, we hold the first class. I ask the children to write about the members of their family, and how they feel about them; who makes them angry or sad, or who do the love the most. Pacing around peering over shoulders, I am curious about what they are writing and eager to direct. However, I only know enough of their native language, to make out the names of family members, and I rely heavily on Mariamma to direct class. 
“My family… one brother….”
“My grandmother is named Selvi….”
“My mom likes….”
	Across the room, I hear Mariamma scolding one of the girls. “All Thelega wrote is I miss my dad, I miss my dad,” she shouts and the girl looks miserably at her paper wondering what to write. When we come together as a group most of the children have merely compiled a list of the members of their family. After class I try to explain to Mariamma that the children need to be comfortable to express themselves in this class, even if their feelings are negative, and that we shouldn’t scold them. “Oh,” she replies, not understanding, and I wonder how often children in this community have tried to tell about their lives but it has fallen on deaf ears.

Misunderstandings:
	Three weeks later I am having difficulty with the project – the kindergarten students have finished shooting pictures for their first assignment, “My Family”, but when asked about the pictures, half of the children admit that their parents took them. One of PGT’s field trainers, Janaky, is in the area and we will spend the evening visiting parents to find out why. 
	“Govindasamy’s house is in the first block, second door on the right,” I say, pointing with one hand, and clutching tight to the back of Janaky’s bike with the other, while she pushes and pulls the weary scooter through the last two turns. This is the third time I’ve visited this house to talk about the project, and I’m usually met with courteous distrust.	
	Govindasamy’s grandmother, or ‘Pathee’, answers the door with a smile and releases the latch on the rickety wooden child gate.  “Okaringer,” she says, motioning to the couch at her side, and Janaky and I pull down cushions over the wooden frame to sit. Already Pathee is going to fetch drinks, muttering about how hot it is. There is no fan in this house - electricity is expensive. I say that there is no need to get us drinks, but she doesn’t listen and proceeds to wash the dust out of their nice glass, reserved for special occasions. She is worried that a ‘Velle Color’ would be offended to drink out of the plastic cups that they use. Cradling the simple glass if it were the cup of Christ, I peer into the grape juice and my head sinks as I try to count the number of such glasses I broke carelessly as a small child.
	Valliamma enters from the back of the house whipping the water out of her freshly washed hair with a towel and Janaky chats about her family and mine. She talks about her life growing up in a plantation, and mixing rice with water to eat when there wasn’t enough money for curry. She talks about how I stayed in her home for Deepavali, the big annual Hindu festival, and how I helped carry water from the well when the pump was broken. They ask about my family, and I tell about my ‘appa,’ ‘amma,’ and ‘annen,’ and I realize that I had wanted these people to share the story of their lives with me, but to them I had no story. I was an outsider. Our stories begin to merge and the distrust and tension lifts. They ask about what I think of the estate, and worry about how and where I will eat. I worry if they have enough to eat – their story and my story are not the same.
	Soon Pathee is at my side telling about her life. She remembers when the Japanese invaded during World War II, and how they hated the Chinese – how one time she snuck into the woods to watch as the Japanese cut out their tongues. As she talks, Govindasamy’s brother runs past with a pacifier in his mouth, holding a dull knife by the blade and waving it in the air. Standing on his tiptoes, he thrusts the knife over the child gate at a neighbor. I sit in quiet awe.
	Finally, the subject of my project comes up. There is a pause, and Valliamma scolds me saying, “You know it’s difficult to ask Govindasamy to take pictures of his family, isn’t it? You know his father left us.” Her tone has changed and she begins telling about how she never went to school because her father was drunk and her family poor; how she didn’t want to get married to begin with but her mother insisted; how her husband would take money for the bus and then disappear for weeks at a time; how he asked her to abort Govindasamy but she pleaded with him to let her keep her child; how he refused to go to the hospital to witness his own son’s birth and 2 days later he took 100$, left, and never returned. Valliamma is shaking but not crying and I am shaken. Finally she tells me how years later she heard that her husband was living in Melaka with the wife she suspected that he had before he married her. Govindasamy does not know - she has always told her son that his father died before he was born – protecting him from the truth.
	Now, from the 90$/month that she makes working on the estate, Valliamma must support her son and mother, while her brother owning a shop in town, and the one who lives directly across the street refuse to buy a mere shirt for their own mother on Deepavali. When she applied to the government for help, they sent 10$ once three years ago. The only thing that she wants in life, she says, is that her son grows up to be an honest man, marry a good woman, and not work on the plantation. “Don’t be like me,” she says to her son, through the tears that have already started, “Don’t grow up to be stupid like your mother.” 
Govindasamy’s cousin has put down the knife and is running around with my notebook when Valliamma’s father walks up to the gate. I can smell the cheap palm spirits on him already, and he is shouting about how he wants to cut someone. “I know kung fu and can fight off three men,” He shouts, beating his chest. “I’m still a strong man.” At 74 years old, he works for the estate cleaning drains and lives three houses down by himself, because he caused too much trouble when he lived with his wife and daughter. Now he wanders drunk between the houses of his 4 children. 
	It is time for us to go, and Janaky consoles Valliamma, saying that she can’t give up and that things will get better. Although Valliamma never told me why she took the pictures for her son, I think that I understand. Thinking back to what Mariamma had said when I first arrived, I wonder if she is right for the wrong reasons. How can I expect these children to talk about their lives with a strange white creature from Hollywood, when within their families stories are kept secret and lies told? Later that evening the other children’s parents admit that they were afraid that their children would break the camera and they would be unable to repay me, or that their children would take bad pictures. 

Back in the Office:

	Two months later I am back in Taiping trying to curate an exhibition of the pictures from Asahan, and bogged down in ethical dilemmas, and worries. I worry about the plantation’s Hospital Assistant, a man with a great heart and very little power to change anything, who manages relations between the plantation and the kindergarten. In order to get the plantation’s permission to complete the project I had said that I wanted to do a project to reflect how much support the plantation gives for the kindergarten, relative to other plantations. In reality the plantation does very little, but if my work reflects that, and the manager finds out, then I could jeopardize the Hospital Assistant’s job, and damage Mariamma’s relationship with the plantation. What about the community – how do I tell the story of this community, when they are fighting so hard to keep it hidden out of pride, and the government is fighting so hard to keep it hidden out of fear and shame?
	With the kid’s pictures sprawled out on the floor I ache with the thought of trying to select 16 pictures out of the 600 to tell the story of this community. Picking up one photo of a young boy combing his hair, I think back to the time that I asked the children to talk about the photos that their classmates had taken. One of the children said that the boy in the photo, combing his hair before going to work, must be very poor because he lived in a wood house. Mariamma sat quietly and I didn’t know what to say either. The boy in the photo was Mariamma’s 16-year-old nephew who lived in the house she had grown up in and worked in town at a motorcycle repair shop. Staring at the photo, I remembered how Mariamma had scolded Thelega for writing about her father who had left her mother for another man when she was young, and understand why she had wanted to protect me from the stories that Asahan had to tell. The stories from Asahan are not pretty stories.  I thought back to how she didn’t believe that the children would know how to tell about their lives, and now I understand. I also struggle to tell these stories that are not mine, I fight for the words and worry about the consequences to tell about a childhood that I am not directly emotionally attached with. Though it is difficult, I still have faith that I can tell this story with depth and dignity, and that by telling the stories from Asahan that are too difficult for families to bear, I can make a difference in the lives of plantation workers here in Malaysia. 

